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Often in embedded systems is a need to develop complex applications with hard
performance and energy-efficiency requirements. This can be achieved with custo-
mizable processor architectures, which can be programmed with high-level languages.
Application-specific instruction set processors (ASIP) are one approach to respond to
the need. However customizing the processor for a specific task must be automatized
as far as possible to make the design process cost-effective.

Only a few tool-sets have been developed to assist the designprocess. TTA-Based
Codesign Environment (TCE) is one, being developed in Tampere University of Tech-
nology. TCE aims to provide semi-automatic design space exploration for finding the
processor, which has the best trade-off between area, speedand power efficiency for
the application. TCE exploits the Transport Triggered Architecture (TTA) paradigm
where the resources of a processor, like function units, register files, operations and
buses can be customized freely. The programming of the architecture is done by defi-
ning connections between the resources and the busses.

For this thesis, an assembly compiler for TCE was developed.The compiler allows
developers to create parallel TTA programs for a freely chosen processor configuration
as well as optimizing already parallelized programs. The thesis introduces the syntax of
the assembly language and describes the main design and the maintenance issues. The
syntax of the compiler is designed to be as generic as possible, so the same assembly
program can be used for slightly different processor configurations. Finally, the thesis
describes how the functionality of the compiler was verified.
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Usein sulautetuissa järjestelmissä on tarve kehittää ohjelmallisesti monimutkaisia so-
velluksia, joilla on kovat tehokkuus sekä virrankulutus vaatimukset. Tämä voidaan saa-
vuttaa räätälöitävillä prosessoriarkkitehtuureilla, joita voidaan ohjelmoida lausekielil-
lä. Sovelluskohtaiset käskykantaprosessorit (ASIP) on yksi lähestymistapa ongelman
ratkaisuun. Prosessorin räätälöinti täytyy pystyä automatisoimaan, jotta suunnittelu
prosessi saadaan mahdollisimman kustannustehokkaaksi.

ASIP arkkitehtuureille on tehty muutamia kehitystyökaluja ja yksi niistä on TTA-
Based Codesign Environment (TCE), jota kehitetään Tampereen Teknillisessä Yli-
opistossa. TCE tähtää puoliautomaattiseen suunnitteluavaruuden läpikäymiseen, jot-
ta sovellukselle löytyisi prosessori, joka tarjoaa parhaan kompromissin tehokkuu-
den, pinta-alan ja virrankulutuksen suhteen. TCE hyödyntää transport triggered -
suoritinarkkitehtuuria (TTA), jossa prosessorin resurssit, kuten laskentayksiköt, rekis-
terit, operaatiot ja väylät voidaan valita vapaasti. Tällaista prosessoria ohjelmoidaan
määrittämällä resurssien ja väylien välisiä kytkentöjä jokaiselle kellojaksolle.

Tässä diplomityössä suunniteltiin, sekä toteutettiin symboolinen konekielikääntäjä
TCE työkalupakettiin. Kääntäjä mahdollistaa rinnakkaisen TTA -ohjelman kääntämi-
sen vapaasti valittavalle prosessorikonfiguraatiolle, sekä valmiiksi rinnakkaistetun oh-
jelman optimoinnin. Työssä kuvataan kielen syntaksi, esitellään kääntäjän arkkitehtuu-
ri ja opastetaan miten kääntäjään voidaan lisätä uusia ominaisuuksia TCE:n kehittyes-
sä. Kielen syntaksi on määritelty mahdollisimman riippumattomaksi prosessorikon-
figuraationsta, jotta ohjelmakoodiin tarvitsee tehdä mahdollisimman vähän muutoksia
prosessoria muokattaessa. Lopuksi työ kuvaa miten kääntäjän toiminnallisuus varmen-
nettiin.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The complexity of software in embedded applications has been increasing all the time,

together with increased performance and energy efficiency requirements. Convention-

ally, the application domain has been covered with combinedapplication specific in-

tegrated circuit (ASIC) and digital signal processor (DSP)solutions. A DSP can be

programmed with high-level languages (HLL), which handlesthe complex software,

and ASIC designs implement the parts that meet the critical performance requirements.

Designing combined ASIC and DSP systems is highly time consuming and expensive

because of the ASIC design process. Moreover a DSP increasesthe production costs

and reduces the power efficiency of the products, because of the extra functionality of

a DSP, which cannot be exploited by the application.

Customizable application-specific instruction set processors (ASIP), which can be pro-

grammed with HLL, responds to the problem by cutting down production costs and by

increasing power efficiency. With an ASIP it is possible to select a specific instruction

set for the applications that are run in the processor, and toleave out all the functional-

ity that is not needed. This reduces the size and makes the product more cost-effective.

Further, ASIP allows developers to design special instructions for the processor, which

makes it possible to run specific tasks very efficiently. Therefore ASIP reduces the

need for ASIC designs.

Transport Triggered Architecture (TTA) is a modular parameterizable ASIP architec-

ture that aims to shift complexity from hardware to softwareby having very complex

instructions. TTA provides way to tailor the processor configuration, including func-

tion units, buses and register files, so the application willrun efficiently enough with

low power requirements. However, designing an optimal TTA processor for the appli-

cation is hard and time consuming, since there can be hundreds of suitable configura-

tions, and each time when the processor configuration is changed the program must be

changed as well.

Development toolsets are needed to assist the design process. TTA-Based Codesign

Environment (TCE) is one, being developed in Tampere University of Technology.
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TCE aims to provide semi-automatic design space exploration for finding the pro-

cessor which has the best trade-off between size speed and power efficiency for the

application. TCE and especially compiler algorithms for the processor are still in

development. Therefore, reference data for evaluating thedeveloped algorithms are

needed. An assembly compiler is a tool that can be used for creating reference imple-

mentations of programs. Efficiency of the compiler algorithms can be compared with

the hand written assembly code.

In this thesis, TCE Assembler was developed, which allows developers to write parallel

code for the TCE TTA processors. Further the assembler can beused for hand optimiz-

ing already parallelized programs. This thesis acts as a user manual and maintenance

guide for TCE Assembler.

The thesis first briefly introduces the TTA architecture and file formats of TCE utilized

by the compiler in Chapter 2 and continues by describing the syntax of the assembly

language in Chapter 3. The fundamental design and maintenance issues as well as

the compilation process are described in Chapter 4. Furtherthe chapter introduces

some suggestions for the future development, and emphasizes the main issues of the

external libraries that the assembler utilizes. Chapter 5 describes how the functionality

of the assembler was verified. This thesis is summarized in Chapter 6 by presenting

the conclusions.



2. TRANSPORT TRIGGERED ARCHITECTURE

Transport Triggered Architecture (TTA) is a modular and customizable processor ar-

chitecture, which provides an easy way to create application-specific processor (ASP)

designs. TCE TTA template is a TTA that is specifically designed for TCE tools. A

detailed overview of TCE tools is presented in [1].

Conventional processor architectures like RISC and CISC have a fixed set of resources

available for the programmer. These architectures usuallyhave only one general-

purpose data bus, one address bus, some register files and some functional units that

contain operations that processor can execute. Data paths of these processors are quite

complex but fixed. In addition to the connection to the main data bus, the elements usu-

ally have connections between each other. For example, functional units may access

register files directly so all the parameters for operationsdo not have to be transferred

through the same bus. These extra buses make it possible to docomplicated data trans-

fers without consuming multiple clock cycles. For instance, a processor can read all

operands for an instruction directly from registers and write the result back to some

other register all in one clock cycle. With these processors, each instruction controls

all the connections between elements and defines how the datais transferred on the

data path of the processor.

For a programmer, conventional processors offer only a software interface in the form

of an instruction set. This interface hides all the implementation details of a processor,

like caches, instruction pipelines and internal buses. Each instruction in these proces-

sors is a small program, that does a sequence of things insidea processor resulting

the required changes to the state of the processor after the execution of instruction is

completed. The programmer never knows what was actually done inside the processor

during the execution, but only the results of the execution.

With parametrizable TTA processors, the situation is completely different. TTA is

not a fixed architecture and a designer can choose the best processor configuration

for the application in hand. Basically, a TTA processor consists of multiple buses,

register files, function units and connections between them. All the data needed for
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an operation is transferred through the buses. If a processor contains only one bus, it

means that if an operation needs two operands from registersand writes the result back

to a third register, it needs three clock cycles to execute. However, TTA processors

rarely have only one bus. With three buses, the whole task canbe executed in one cycle.

Depending on the application it is possible to choose a processor configuration with

the best trade-off between, speed, power consumption, and size of die. For instance,

if there is a need to perform six multiplications at the same time, one can choose a

processor configuration to have enough buses and multipliers. An instruction in a TTA

processor defines all the data transfers through the buses for one clock cycle.

The transport triggered operation principle is based on data moves to the ports of func-

tion units. When data is written to the normal ports of a unit,the values are only read

to input registers. Execution of an operation is launched when data is written to a trig-

gering port of the unit. Depending on the length of the pipeline of the function unit,

the results are written to the output registers in one or moreclock cycles. Conversely,

if a function unit is not triggered, it will not do computation and the unit stays in idle

mode.

This chapter first briefly describes the structure of TCE TTA template from the point

of view of a programmer in Section 2.1 and continues by explaining the programming

of TCE TTA template in Section 2.2. Finally, the chapter introduces the file formats

related with compilation in Section 2.3. More detailed information on TTA is described

in [2] and TCE TTA template in [3].

2.1 Template Architecture

Figure 1 introduces the basic structure of a simple TCE TTA template processor. The

architecture has four different type of units: immediate units, register files, function

units and a global control unit. All units contain ports, andthe units are connected

together with buses and sockets. The processor in Figure 1 consist of three buses, two

function units, a register file, an immediate unit and a global control unit.

2.1.1 Register File

Register files (RF) are arrays of registers that have the samebit width. Registers are

used to store temporary values inside the processor. A RF maycontain multiple ports
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Figure 1. Simple TCE TTA template processor.

for reading and writing its registers. In that case, the RF can be accessed multiple times

in one clock cycle.

2.1.2 Immediate Unit

Immediate units (IU) are a special type of register files which contain registers where

long immediate values are loaded during instruction decoding. The value of an imme-

diate is stored inside an instruction and it is read from the program memory together

with the instruction. These units may only contain read ports, since the writing of the

registers is never done through the ports of the unit. Long immediates are described in

more detail in Section 3.1.4.

2.1.3 Function Unit

Function units (FU) contain all the operations that the processor can execute. The op-

erations in TTAs can be chosen freely so there can be very complex special operations,

for instance, address calculation operations or complex multiplication, in addition to

conventional operations like addition and multiplication. Input parameters and results

for the operations are read and written through the ports of afunction unit.

Since a single function unit may contain multiple operations, in addition to the normal

ports which are used to write input data and to read the results of an operation, there

are two types of special ports: opcode ports and triggering ports. These special ports

are used to select, which operation is executed, and when theexecution is started. A

write to an opcode port always contains extra information for selecting the operation

to be executed and it also starts the execution of the selected operation. Writing to a
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triggering port starts an execution of the last selected operation. If a FU contains only

one operation, no opcode is needed.

2.1.4 Bus

Buses are used to transfer data between all the units. Each bus may also contain guards,

which makes it possible to have conditionally executed datatransports. The value of a

guard defines if the data transport through the bus is actually executed. For example, a

conditional jump can be implemented by writing a jump operation through a bus which

is guarded. Guards are described in Section 3.1.4.

2.1.5 Socket

Sockets are the connection between buses and ports of units.Each connection to a

bus can be set or unset, depending how the data is transportedinside a processor. The

software of TTAs is basically instructions how the data is moved inside a processor, in

other words the programming of the TTA processor is actuallydefining socket connec-

tions for each clock cycle.

Since a single socket may be connected to many different buses, it is possible to read

a value from a port to many buses through one socket. However writing a value from

many buses to one port is not possible.

2.1.6 Global Control Unit

The global control unit (GCU) is a special function unit thatcontrols instruction fetch-

ing and decoding. In each TTA processor, there is only one GCUwhich controls all

socket connections and other functions that are hidden fromthe programmer. This

includes writing long immediates to immediate registers and selecting the guard that

used for each bus.

Since the GCU is responsible for instruction fetching, it also contains the program

counter, which is basically the only visible special property of GCU for the program-

mer. Because of program counter, all the control flow operations, likejump, must be

in GCU.
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Figure 2. Processor Containing Two Address Spaces.

2.1.7 Program and Data Memories

TCE TTA has a separate program and data memories: a program memory is accessed

by GCU and data memories are accessed from the function units, which contain mem-

ory operations. Figure 2 shows a simple processor configuration where is only GCU

and load/store unit, that contains operations for writing and reading the data memory.

A processor configuration contains address space definitions, which describe the char-

acteristics of the memories of a processor. The processor inFigure 2 contains two

address spaces, one for data and one for the program. Addressspaces define the start-

ing and ending addresses of the memories and the number of bits that are stored in

each memory address. This bit width is the minimum addressable unit (MAU).

2.2 Programming TCE TTA Processor

TTA processors are programmed by defining data transports between the ports of the

units. One data transport defines a connection from a source port through a bus to a

destination port. With a processor containing multiple buses, a set of simultaneous

data transports in one clock cycle is an instruction of the processor. In addition to the

data transports, an instruction may contain also long immediate assignments.

Instruction templates are definitions of what kind of data transports and long immediate

assignments can occur in one instruction. A processor can contain many different

instruction templates. For example, a machine containing four 16-bit buses could use

the following templates; the first template requires four data transports and the second
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template requires two data transports in the first and third bus and one 32-bit long

immediate assignment.

Often when data is read from a port or written to it, the transfer needs additional in-

formation to pass to a function unit or a register file. The extra information defines

the register number or the operation of the function unit is accessed. Information is

transferred by passing an additional opcode for the source and/or destination of data

transport.

The trigger port must not be written before all the other operands are ready for opera-

tion. For example, with substraction both operands must be written in the same clock

cycle, through different buses or the operand that is not triggering must be written first

and after that the triggering operand.

Further information about the programming of TCE TTA template is found in [1] and

[4].

2.3 Compilation Source and Result Formats

When assembly code is compiled for a specific processor configuration, the compiler

needs to know the characteristics of the processor. This description of a processor

configuration is stored in an Architecture Definition File (ADF) [3]. ADF is an XML

file, which describes all the information, that is visible for the programmer about the

processor. However, ADF does not describe implementation details of the processor,

e.g., how the multiply operation of the processor is implemented in VHDL.

In addition to FUs, RFs, IUs, sockets, and buses, ADF describes the address spaces and

instruction templates of a processor. The characteristicsare described in a such detail,

that it is possible to simulate the functionality of a processor, based on the processor

description stored in ADF.

As illustrated in Figure 3, the compiler uses the Machine Object Model (MOM) library

for reading ADF. MOM provides an object representation of the processor, which

makes accessing ADF resources easier. During compilation,the assembler verifies,

that all the resources used in the assembly code are found in MOM.

Figure 3 further shows that the compiler writes its output toa TTA Program Exchange

Format (TPEF) [5] file, that is a binary file format for storingall the information about

a TTA program. TPEF Library provides an object model of TPEF.The compiler uses
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Figure 3. Sources and Results of Compilation.

the object model for accessing and creating a TPEF program and after compilation,

TPEF Library writes its object hierarchy to a TPEF file.

Usually executable binary formats contains information, like a code section, data sec-

tions, labels, relocations, and debug data about programs.In addition to this TPEF also

contains the names of the ADF resources that are used by the program and information

about the address spaces that the processor contains.

TPEF files are specific for one ADF only. For example, if TPEF program is simulated

with a different ADF, that was used for generating the program, the results will be

unexpected.



3. USING COMPILER

There are basically two different ways to use the assembly compiler. For development

tool developers, there is a library that can be used, for instance, by an IDE to compile

assembly code without the need to call any external shell programs. The interface of

the compiler library is described in Chapter 4. For those whowrite assembly code for

TCE TTA template processors, there is a command line interface namedtceasm.

Using the assembler is very straightforward, it reads ADF and assembly files and out-

puts the result to a TPEF file. Furthermore, the compiler doesextensive error checking

to find errors and suspicious areas in assembly code and outputs detailed information

about the problem.

Writing an assembly program fundamentally requires knowledge of two things: the

architecture definitions of the processor, and the syntax ofthe assembly language. The

architecture defines all the resources of the processor suchas buses, registers, memory

areas, and the instruction set. The assembly syntax defines how to refer to the machine

resources in assembly code and provides a way to define programs for the processor.

This chapter describes first the syntax of the assembly language in Section 3.1 and

continues by discussing the disambiguation rules of the syntax in Section 3.2. Naming

requirements for ADF resources and special operations are introduced in Section 3.3

and the behavior of the command line interfacetceasmis presented in Section 3.4.

Finally, the error messages of the compiler are listed in Section 3.5.

3.1 Syntax of Assembly Language

The compiler understands only a subset of the syntax described in [4], because the

specification contains some additional features, which were not required for the first

version of the compiler. Complete grammar of the compiler isdescribed in Appendix

B. The syntax is designed to be as user friendly as possible and especially in a way

that the program for one processor configuration can be modified for a slightly dif-

ferent processor configuration with as few changes as possible. Thus the assembler
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Figure 4. Two Different Ways How to Define Data Transport.

syntax does not define data transports by describing socket connections to the buses,

but defines required data transports between units. As illustrated in Figure 4 this is

done by referring to actual resources, like the registers and the operations of the units

and describing the source and destinations where data should be read from and where

it is transported to. This way it is possible, for instance, to add ports to the units and

change the operation bindings of the ports of a processor without a need to modify the

assembly code.

This section first describes basic rules, how white space andcomments are interpreted,

and continues by introducing the highest level of the structure of assembly code. Next

the common syntax definitions for the whole assembly code aredescribed, and finally

the syntax for writing the code section and the data sectionsare presented. An example

of a program written for the compiler is listed in Appendix A.

3.1.1 Comments and Logical Lines

An assembly program listing consists of logical lines. Eachlogical line is terminated

by a semicolon, and can contain extra white-space characters or comments to improve

readability. Therefore, each logical line may spread over one or more physical lines

of an assembly file. Conversely, each physical line may contain multiple logical lines.

Physical lines are actual text lines that are terminated by an end of line character. The

ending character of physical line may differ on different platforms. A comment start

with a hash character and continues until the end of physicalline. The assembly syntax

does not contain block comments, that may spread over multiple physical lines.
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3.1.2 Section Header

In the highest level, assembly code is divided in sections. Sections represent memory

areas of the program, and all the instructions and data have to be defined inside some

section. Even the command directives must be defined in a section. However, there

can be comment lines and white spaces before any section definition.

The assembler supports two different types of sections: code and data. These sec-

tions differ by contents, the code area contain program instructions and data sections

contain data area definitions for a program. Unlike many general purpose processor

assemblers, the TCE assembler does not support shared memory for code and data, so

it is strictly forbidden to mix instructions and data definitions in the same section or

the address space.

A section start header adopts one of the following formats:

CODE [start-address];

DATA address-space-name [start-address];

The address-space-namefield defines to which address space a currently introduced

section belongs. A code section header does not need the parameter, due to the fact

that TCE TTA template does not support multiple address spaces for code. The code

address space is defined unambiguously by the address space of GCU which defined

in ADF.

Thestart-addressfield is an optional unsigned value that may be given in a binary, a

decimal, or a hexadecimal base. Its value defines the starting address of the section

in hand. If the parameter is omitted, the compiler calculates the first unused address

of the address space and sets the section to start from that address. This parameter

is hardly ever needed, since the compiler always knows the optimal starting address.

However, one case when the explicit address might be a good idea is when data should

be placed to start from a specific memory page of an address space.

There are basically two restrictions how the starting addresses of sections can be se-

lected:

1. Each new section must start from a higher address than the last address of previ-

ous section that was defined for the same address space.

2. There must be enough free addresses in the address space after the start of the

section to hold all defined instructions or data areas of the section.
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It is completely valid to write a program that contains only data sections or a code

section. It is sufficient that there is only one section in a program. There can be many

data sections concerning the same address space as well. If the addresses of the data

sections are explicitly defined, then the rules above must befollowed.

3.1.3 Common Behavior

The assembly syntax has common of representing constants, names and command

directives. This section describes the main rules of what kind of label names can be

used in assembly code and all other syntax definitions that are not specific for each

section type, but apply to both the code section and data sections.

Constant Literals

Constant literals are used where constant values, which arenot addresses, are written in

a program. The most common cases of this are data area initializations in data sections

and immediates in the code section.

The assembler supports three ways of presenting constants:binary, decimal, and hex-

adecimal forms. Binary literals start with prefix "0b", hexadecimal with "0x" and

decimals without any prefix.

All binary, hexadecimal and positive decimal values are interpreted as unsigned inte-

gers. Only negative decimal values are handled as signed. The only thing that differs

between signed and unsigned representation is the extending. Unsigned values are

always zero-extended and negative decimals are sign-extended.

Table 1.Maximum Values of Constant Representations.

Literal Type Maximum Value

binary: 0b11111111111111111111111111111111

signed decimal: -2147483648

unsigned decimal: 4294967295

hexadecimal: 0xffffffff

Because of the default implementations of the literal parsers of the Spirit library, the

maximum value that can be given in one constant literal is 32 bits, which means that

these are the limits for different presentations. As Table 1shows the decimal represen-

tation has value range from -2147483648 to 4294967295 whichseems to be more than

32 bits. This is possible, because of binary representationof unsigned decimal overlaps
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partially with signed decimal representations. So actually if one writes 4294967295 the

value has the same binary representation as 32-bit wide -1.

Allowed Names

Unlike the most assemblers, TCE Assembler is case sensitive, with one exception.

Operation names are case insensitive and can be written as the user decides. Therefore,

all labels and references to processor resources like function units, register files, and

ports, must be written exactly as their names are defined in ADF.

The allowed characters to use in names are letters, numbers and underscore. Each

name must start with an underscore or a letter. The formal representation of allowed

names with regular expression is: [a-zA-Z_][0-9a-zA-Z_]*. ADF also allows to use

colons in names, but the assembly syntax does not support compiling programs for an

ADF that uses colons in names.

Labels

Labels are special constants referring to memory addresses, e.g., constant values for

jumps or memory load operations must be given as labels. Labels are used as aliases

for the referenced addresses. These aliases make the program more readable and es-

pecially allow the assembler to differentiate memory address references from plain

constant values.

The ability to tell the difference between constants and addresses is essential for cre-

ating relocatable code [6], which can be placed to start froma freely selected address

in an address space. This is required, for instance, when multiple separately compiled

programs are loaded in memory for execution. The information whether the constant

values are addresses or not is also needed when the real program image is generated

from a TPEF file.

The memory range, where a program can be loaded, depends on the width of the ad-

dress field reserved for address constants. The width of address fields is decided by the

size of the referenced address space of ADF. Therefore, labels referencing to different

address spaces might have different bit widths. For example, if an ADF contains an

address space that starts from 0 and ends at 65535 then all thereferences to this address

space are 16 bits wide. However, the field might be smaller, e.g., if an inline immediate

does not have enough bits for representing 16-bit values.
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Because labels are the only way to treat constant values as addresses, all references to

addresses must be done with labels. Basically there are two different situations when

labels are used in a program: declarations and references. Declarations can be added

before any instruction or data area declaration and are terminated with a colon. The

allowed format forlabel-nameis described in this section earlier.

Label declarations are introduced by the following format:

label-name: instruction or data area definition ;

Label names must be unique in the program. However, it is valid to have multiple

labels referring to the same address, for example,

mainStart:

loopPoint:

loopPoint -> gcu.jump.1 ; # infinite loop

In this case,mainStartandloopPointlabels refers to the same instruction address.

Label declarations for data addresses are written as in the following example:

dataStruct1: DA 16;

When a program refers to a label, it is called an expression. In addition to a plain

label, an expression can contain an offset and a numerical representation of the re-

ferred address. A numerical address is only additional information that is verified to

be consistent with the address resolved by the compiler.

Expressions are defined by the following regular expression:

label-name((+|-)unsigned-literal)?(=unsigned-literal)?

In the above regular expression, theunsigned-literalfields are either binary, unsigned

decimal, or hexadecimal literal. Only thelabel-namefield is obligatory. Therefore, the

offset and validation parts can be left out.

In the following list, there are some examples of expressions, on condition thatlabel1

refers to in the address 0xb:
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label1 -> gcu.jump.1 ; # jumps to address 11

label1=0xb -> gcu.jump.1 ; # jumps to address 11

label1+1 -> gcu.jump.1 ; # jumps to address 12

label1+0x2 -> gcu.jump.1 ; # jumps to address 13

label1+4=0xf -> gcu.jump.1 ; # jumps to address 15

label1-0b1011=0 -> gcu.jump.1 ; # jumps to address 0

label1+100=1 -> gcu.jump.1 ; # compiletime error

Command Directives

Command directives are instructions for the compiler, providing additional informa-

tion about the program. All directives begin with a colon followed by the name of

the directive and are terminated by a semicolon. However, the parameters for each

directive are individual. Currently, the assembler supports two directives:global and

procedure.

Global declares a label to be globally visible. Global visibility means that a code or

data label can be used by other compilation modules. This makes possible, for instance,

to compile library code and use it in other programs without aneed for recompilation.

The directive is followed by one mandatory parameter, whichis the label name that is

made globally visible. The label that is set to be global mustbe defined in the same

assembly file where the global directive is set. The following example illustrates how

to use the directive:

:global _emptyFunction ;

_emptyFunction: gcu.ra -> gcu.jump.1;

The proceduredirective defines the starting point of a new procedure and defines a

name for the procedure. The procedure directive is followedby one parameter, which

defines the name. The format of valid names is described in this section earlier. In

practice, the procedure names are needed by programs to makethe debugging of as-

sembly code easier, apart from that a parallel program have no need for the procedure

information. It is possible to use the same name for a procedure and for a label in the

same program as shown in the following example:

:procedure main ;

main:

gcu.ra -> gcu.jump.1 ;

Even though it is not necessary to have a label with the same name as a procedure, it

is very common also to have a label. The main reason for this isthat procedure names
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cannot be used as jump addresses like labels.

3.1.4 Code Section

A code section contains all the instructions of a program. The whole code section

consists of instructions and directives. Each logical linedefines either a directive or an

instruction. There can only be one code section in a program and it starts with a code

section header that is described in Section 3.1.2.

This section begins by describing how different machine resources of ADF are referred

to in assembly code, and continues by describing the syntax for a single data transport

in a bus. Finally, the section describes the whole syntax of instructions.

General-Purpose Register

General-purpose registers (GPR) are the registers of register files in an ADF. In the

assembly syntax, general-purpose registers are referred to with a register file name,

a register number, and optionally with a port that should be used for accessing the

register file. General-purpose registers are referred to bythe following format:

reg-file-name[.port-name].index

The reg-file-namefield describes the name of the register file whose register isref-

erenced. Theindexfield is a positive decimal value, indicating which registerof the

register file is referenced to. Theport-namefield is an optional parameter, if a specific

port is explicitly wanted to select for accessing the register file.

Long Immediate and Immediate Unit Register

Long immediates are immediates which are first assigned to a register of an immediate

unit and then referred in assembly code with the same syntax that GPRs. The main

difference between the registers of an immediate unit and registers of a register file is

that registers of an immediate unit can only be read in code, writing is not allowed.

Assignment of a long immediate register is defined by the following syntax:

[imm-unit-name.index=expression-or-constant]
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The imm-unit-namefield defines the name of the immediate unit where to value is

written. Theindexfield defines the index of the register, that is used for storing the

long immediate value. Theexpression-or-constantfield is the value for an immediate

and it can be either a plain constant literal or an expression, which are described in

Section 3.1.3.

Function Unit Port

There are three ways to refer to function unit ports in code. Sometimes the type of

reference depends on situation but mostly it is up to the userto decide which alternative

is used. All three possibilities can be expressed by the following formats:

fu-name.port[.opcode]

fu-name.operation.operand-index

In the first syntax variant, thefu-nameandport fields are the names of the function

unit and the port to be accessed. Theopcodefield is an optional part that is needed

only when a port which triggers the operation is written. Theopcodefield is the name

of the operation to be executed.

In TCE, operations are defined to have a certain numbers of input and output operands.

These operands have indices that can be used to refer them. Indices are bound to the

real ports of function units in ADF. This makes it possible touse a consistent way to

refer the same operations, which are located in different function units with different

port bindings.

In the second syntax variant, there are three mandatory parts and it always contains

information about the operation in addition to accessed port. In this syntax variant, the

fu-namefield is the name of the function unit and theoperationfield is the name of the

operation whose operand is accessed. Theoperand-indexfield is the index of operand

that is accessed. For example, for additionadd.1is the first input operand,add.2is the

second input operand andadd.3 is the result output operand. The compiler resolves

the real function unit ports that are used for accessing the operands.

For instance, say that there is aldw operation in two function units,FU1 andFU2. In

FU1, the operands are bound to the portsP1 andP3, and inFU2, the operands are

bound to the portsP3 andP4. Now with the second syntax variantldw operation of

both function units can be accessed the same way instead of port references as shown

in Table 2.
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Table 2.Equivalent Function Unit References With Both Syntax Variants.

Syntax Variant 1 Syntax Variant 2

FU1.P1.ldw FU1.ldw.1

FU1.P3.ldw FU1.ldw.2

FU2.P3.ldw FU2.ldw.1

FU2.P4.ldw FU2.ldw.2

All the different types of function unit references are shown in the following example:

gcu.jump.1

alu.p3

alu.p3.add

Move

A move is the fundamental element of TTA code. It defines one data transport through

a bus. A move consists of three parameter fields: source, destination, and guard. A

move is defined by the following format:

[guard] source -> destination

The two mandatory parts of the move are thesourceanddestinationfields. Thesource

field defines where data is read from and it can be either a general-purpose register, a

function unit port, a long immediate register or an inline immediate. Thedestination

field defines where data is written to. In contrast to thesourcefield, thedestination

field can only be a general purpose register or a function unitport.

Inline immediates are constant values which are encoded inside the source field of the

move. Therefore, these values are fetched along with instructions from the instruction

memory.

An inline immediate can be given as a literal or an expression. The maximum bit

width of an inline immediate is defined by the width of an inline immediate field of

the bus that is used for the data transport. Extending the value to the size of an inline

immediate field of a bus is done by the literal extending rulesdescribed in Section

3.1.3. Table 3 shows examples of moves moving inline immediates to a register.

Each move can be conditional andguarddefines if the move is really executed. If the

value ofguard is non-zero it means that the guarded move will be executed. On the

contrary if the value ofguard is zero, then the guarded move is just omitted and the

data transport is not done.
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Table 3.Examples of Moves Containing Inline Immediates.

Move Description

1 -> RF.1 Decimal literal.

0b1 -> RF.1 Binary literal.

-1 -> RF.1 Signed decimal literal.

label+4 -> RF.1 Label expression.

Guard is always prefixed with either a question mark (?) or an exclamation mark

(!). When guard is prefixed with question mark it means that the value ofguard is

interpreted as was described in the previous paragraph. On the other hand, whenguard

is prefixed by exclamation mark it means that the value ofguard is inverted before the

execution decision, which means that the guarded move is executed only if the value

of guard is zero.

Guardcan either be a general-purpose register or a function unit port reference. When

a register is read from the guard field of a move, only thereg-file-name.indexsyntax

is allowed. If guard is a function unit port reference, the only allowed syntaxesfor

referring to the portguardarefu-name.portandfu-name.operation.operand-index.

Restrictions to syntax, howguardcan be referred to, come from the special way, how

the GCU receives the value of a guard port or a guard register.The value of guard

register is not read through any port of the register file and opcode information of a

guard port is never passed to the GCU.

For obtaining the value of a guarded register or a guarded port, TCE TTA processors

have a hard wired connection between the register or the portand the GCU, which

actually decides if the data transport is executed. Each busin ADF has a static set of

guards defined for them. Therefore, only those registers and function unit ports can

be used as aguards, which are explicitly defined for the bus that is used for thedata

transport.

For instance, in case where simple C-code is translated to TCE assembly:

# condVar ? (addOper1 = 0) : (addOper1 = 10);

_condVar -> lsu.ldq.1, ... ; # load value from memory

?lsu.ldq.2 0 -> alu.add.1, !lsu.ldq.2 10 -> alu.add.1 ;

In the example, the value stored at address_condVaris loaded, from memory and it

is used as aguard for selecting the constant for the addition. Because all theguards

which can be used for a conditional execution have to be defined in ADF, thelsu.ldq.2

port has to be defined for the bus one and an invertedlsu.ldq.2port for bus two.
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Instruction

An instruction defines the moves through each bus and all the long immediate assign-

ments to immediate units for one clock cycle. An instructioncan also contain labels,

for instance, to indicate jump destinations in code. Instruction templates are defined in

ADF and they describe all the combinations of the long immediate assignments and the

moves that may occur in a single instruction. Essentially, instruction templates define

all the possible formats of an instruction. Instruction templates are explained in more

detail in Section 2.2.

In assembly syntax, buses are represented by move slots. Each slot can define one

move. All the move slots of an instruction must be in the same order that buses are

introduced in ADF. In other words, the first move slot of an instruction defines the move

for the first bus of ADF and the second move slot defines the movefor the second bus.

All the move slots are separated with commas.

Long immediate transports are defined after all the move slots of the instruction. Each

long immediate assignment is defined inside square brackets.

A semicolon ends the instruction and the syntax for an instruction is defined as follows:

move, move, move [long immediate] [long immediate] ;

However the precise format of an instruction depends on the instruction templates

available in ADF. For example, it is possible that some of themove slots may not

contain anything else but empty moves if a certain long immediate assignment is done,

or there might be no long immediate assignments at all.

If some of the move slots are not occupied in an instruction, those slots can be marked

to be empty with a special empty move that is represented by the string "...". For

example, a completely empty instruction for a machine containing three buses would

look like this:

..., ..., ... ; # completely empty instruction

However there is also an alternative way for writing an emptyinstruction. Special

syntax ". . ." means that all the buses of an instruction are set empty.

. . .; # completely empty instruction

All the move slots that are left unused at the end of instruction are set to be empty. Say,

if we again have ADF with three buses then
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..., move ;

is equivalent to

..., move, ... ;

Labels for an instruction are declared before the move slots. The address for the label

refers to the next instruction that is found in the code. The syntax for labels is described

in more detail in Section 3.1.3.

3.1.5 Data Sections

Data sections define all the data memory used by the program. Similar to the code

sections, which consist of instructions, data sections consist of data area definitions.

Each data section is specific to one address space, thereforeall the data area definitions

in one data section belong to the same address space. However, there can be multiple

data sections concerning the same address space.

For instance, in the case when there are two data address spacesdataSpace1anddataS-

pace2, the following example shows how data area definitions will be organized to

different address spaces.

DATA dataSpace1 ;

# data areas defined here go to memory of dataSpace1

DATA dataSpace2 ;

# data areas defined here go to memory of dataSpace2

DATA dataSpace 1 ;

# data areas defined here are placed to dataSpace1

# memory to addresses that are after the first

# dataSpace1 definitions.

There are basically two rules how data is placed in address spaces:

1. Each data area definition of the same address space is assigned to a higher ad-

dress after the previous data area definition of the same section.

2. Each data section must start from a higher address than theaddress where the

last section of the same address space ended.
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Data Area Definitions

Data area definitions reserve contiguous blocks of memory from a specific address

space. Each data area definition consists of the size of area which is reserved and

optionally the initialization values for the data. There can also be labels before each

data area definition. The use of labels is described in Section 3.1.3 and data areas are

defined with the following syntax:

DA number-of-MAUs [init-data init-data ...] ;

Thenumber-of-MAUsfield describes the number of MAUs that are allocated from the

address space. The only way to ensure that reserved data is contiguous is to reserve

it with one data area definition. If two separate data area definitions are written one

after another, the assembler does not guarantee that the data areas are reserved from

contiguous addresses, e.g., the compiler might align all the data areas to start at word

boundaries.

The init-data fields are optional parameters, which describe if the area isinitialized

with some values. If there is noinit-dataparameters, then the data area is uninitialized,

which does not increase the size of the created binary. If there areinit-data fields, it

means that there is an initialization value for all the MAUs of the defined data area

definition.

The init-data field consists of two parts,sizeandvalue. Thesizefield describes how

many MAUs the user wants to reserve for the value.Valueis the value that is written

to those MAUs. Theinit-datafield is defined with the following syntax:

[size:]value

Thesizefield is an optional parameter and ifsizeis not defined, the compiler calculates

the smallest MAU count for storing the value. Thevaluefield can be either a literal or

an expression referring to some label, which are described in section 3.1.3. Because

of the restricted size of the literals, the maximum value forone init-data field is 32

bits. However, thesizefield can be greater than 32 bits, for example, 8:-1 will create

8 MAUs wide -1 to data area. Figure 5 shows three different data area definitions and

how they are interpreted in a data address space whose MAU width is 8 bits.

In the first data definition of Figure 5, all the seven MAUs of the data area definition

are initialized. The definition contains two initialization fields, first field initializes 4
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DATA data_memory ;

DA 7 4:0x10 3:12 ; # initialized data area with MAUs:

# 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x10 0x00 0x00 0x0c

DA 8 ; # 8 MAUs of uninitialized data

DA 5 0xfff ; # initialized data area:

# 0x0f 0xff 0x00 0x00 0x00

Figure 5. Examples of Different Data Area Initializations.

MAUs to the value 0x10. Because the processor architecture is big endian the most

significant byte is the leftmost byte of data area and the least significant byte is the

rightmost byte of the value. The second initialization datafield initializes the last 3

MAUs of a data area with the decimal value 12.

In the second data definition, simply 8 MAUs of uninitializeddata are reserved. Be-

cause the MAUs are in the same address space that the first definition, these 8 MAUs

will be placed to higher addresses than the first 7 MAUs. However, the compiler does

not guarantee that the second definition starts straight after last MAU of the previous

definition.

The third data definition defines 5 MAUs of initialized data. There is only one ini-

tialization data field, which has no field size. In this case, the compiler calculates the

minimum MAU count for storing the value, which is 2 MAUs for 0xfff. The remaining

3 MAUs of the data area are initialized with zeroes.

As shown in Figure 6, each initialization value is sliced to bit sequences that are as

wide as the MAU width of the address space. Parts are placed inMAUs of the address

space, so that the least significant bit of the value is in the rightmost bit of the last

MAU of the initialization field of the data area. If the leftmost MAU of the value is not

entirely filled with bits of the value, then the value width isextended to be a multiple

of MAU. Figure 6 further shows that each separateinit-data field is placed one after

another to the data area. If theinit-datavalue is wider than thesizethat is reserved for

Figure 6. Data Area Definition Written to Memory.
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it or if all init-data fields together are wider than the data area width, then an error is

emitted.

3.2 Disambiguity Rules

When a grammar has many alternatives to parse one string, thegrammar is ambiguous

[6]. Disamiguity rules are used for resolving such cases. ADF defines the names for

all the processor resources and it has very loose naming restrictions. Therefore, it is

perfectly valid, e.g., to have a register file, a function unit, and an immediate unit with

the same name.

This causes problems in cases where the assembly syntax doesnot specify whether

the referred machine resource is a function unit or a register file. Especially if an

immediate unit and a register file have the same name, then it is impossible for the

compiler to know which one the user wants to use. In this case,the compiler always

selects the general-purpose register to use. The best way toavoid these problems is to

not to use the same name for different units of the processor.

However, in most cases the type of resource can be resolved from syntax. Therefore,

conflicting resource names do not always create problems forthe compiler. In addition

to immediate units and register files, there is another case when the compiler cannot

know which processor resource was referred to in the code. Say there is a function unit

and a register file named"unit_name", the function unit has an operation named"add"

and a register file contains a port by name"add". Now the compiler cannot know what

user meant with"unit_name.add.1". In this case, the string is always interpret to be a

register of a register file. If the function unit is referred to, unit_name.P1.addsyntax

variation must be used, whereP1 is the name of the function unit port that is bound for

add.1operand.

3.3 External Requirements

The assembly syntax uses the colon as a syntactic character.Therefore, resource names

or operation names in ADF cannot use this character in their names. There is also the

recommended naming policy for ADF resources to prevent the need for the disambi-

guity rules described in Section 3.2. The naming policy is simple:� Different units of the ADF should never have the same names.
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The compiler further requires that the instruction addressspace is selected for the

global control unit. Even if there is no program section in assembly code, the space

must be defined in ADF. Also instruction templates for all themove and long immedi-

ate assignment combinations that are used in the program must be defined.

3.4 Command Line Interface

The command line interface of the compiler requires two mandatory parameters and

optional switches. The required parameters are the assembly code file and the archi-

tecture definition file of the target processor. Usage of the command line interface is

described by the following format:

tceasm [options] adf-file assembler-file

By default the command line interface writes the result of compilation to the same

directory, where the assembly source is. The output file is named similarly to the

source file, except the extension of the file name is replaced with ".tpef". If the source

file does not have any extension, then extension is just addedto the end of the name.

For instance, "file.tceasm" and "file" would result "file.tpef" output file.

There are two optional switches that can be passed to the compiler:

-o file-name Override the output file name.

-q Do not output anything unless an error

is encountered during the compilation.

When compilation is successful without any warnings or errors the command line in-

terface does not output any information about the compilation. If an error occurred

during the compilation, the following type of an error message is printed out:

Error while compiling file: memoryworm.tceasm

Error in line 31: RF.0 -> SU.stq.1, 0 -> LSU.stq.2 ;

Message: Can’t find connection for write-fu term: SU.stq.1

The first and the second lines indicate the file name, the line number and the line

contents, where the error occurred. The last line is the error message. In this case,

there is no function unit by name "SU".
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3.5 Error and Warning Messages

When the compiler detects problems during compilation, it outputs either an error or

a warning message. Warnings are emitted, when a suspicious part is recognized in

the source code, but the compiler can continue with the compilation. When a warning

occurs, the compilation continues as if nothing had happened, and just logs the type of

the warning and the line number where the warning was encountered. Errors stop the

compilation at once. Usually, an error is emitted when the user tries to use a processor

resource that does not exist or when the user tries to create adata transport between

resources that are not connected in the processor.

3.5.1 Warnings

The following list introduces all the warning messages and explains possible reasons

what is wrong with the processor or with the program.

Move destination: destination-stringis already written in current instruction.

This warning is emitted when there are definitely two values written to the same des-

tination resource in the same instruction. This is set to be only a warning to make

sure that possible false detection does not halt compilation. The solution to resolve the

warning is to check if there is the same destination used in the erroneous instruction

twice.

Bus width is smaller that source.

The bit width of the source port is wider than the bus that is used to transport the data.

If it does not make a difference, that the most significant bits are lost from the value,

the warning can be safely ignored. Otherwise the width of thebus should be increased

or the data transport must be done through another bus.

Source is wider than destination.

The bit width of the source port, where data is read from is wider than the bit width of

the destination port. If it does not make a difference, that the most significant bits are

lost from the value, the warning can be safely ignored. Otherwise the width of the bus

should be increased or the data transport must be done through another bus.

Selected different port for move that was given by user.

The user has defined, the port of the register file, that shouldbe used for reading or

writing the register, but the compiler chose different port. This is not serious warning,
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since the port that is used for accessing a register file is notcurrently stored in TPEF file

and the information about the preferred port is lost after the compilation. The warning

can be solved by removing the explicit port definition from the erroneous move or by

selecting the same port that is selected by the compiler.

3.5.2 Errors

The following list describes all the error messages and possible reasons what is wrong

with the code or with the processor.

Syntax error.

Code cannot be parsed. Check the line where the syntax error was found and verify

that all semicolons and commas are written properly. Check that there is no illegal

characters in the resource or label names. Check also that all the data definitions are in

the data sections and all the instructions in the code section.

Long immediate destination must be immediate unit.

The destination of the erroneous long immediate assignmentis not an IU. Check that

you have specified the correct destination unit and verify, that it is specified to be an

immediate unit in ADF.

Too many bus slots used.

The erroneous instruction contains more moves than the processor contains buses.

Check that there are as many moves in instruction as buses aredefined in ADF.

Can’t find value for label: label-name

The label that is referred to in the code is not declared. Either declaration has not been

done or there is misspelling in the label reference.

Can’t find address space for label:label-name

This is an internal compiler error. If, the compiler is working correctly this should

never occur.

Multiply defined label: label-name

The label name is declared multiple times in the program.

Can’t find label: label-name

This is an internal compiler error. The label is not found during the recovery from an

error. This should never happen if the compiler works correctly.
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Can’t set label to be global.label-nameis undefined.

The label that should be set to be global, with:global directive is not declared in

the program. There can be misspelling either in the:global directive or in the label

declaration.

Invalid procedure declaration: procedure-name

The:proceduredirective is used at the end of the code section after the lastinstruction.

The error is solved by removing the erroneous procedure declaration.

Can’t find destination section for address:addressof address space:aspace-name

This is an internal compiler error. This should never happenif the compiler works

correctly.

Can’t find code address space.

The address space of GCU is not set in ADF. Error can be solved by defining a code

address space to ADF and by setting the GCU of the processor touse it.

ADF doesn’t contain address space:aspace-name

The address space that was requested was not found in ADF. Possibly the address space

name in a data section header declaration is misspelled.

Method can’t be used for getting code address space.

The user tried to declare a data section in the code address space. If ADF does not

contain a separate data address space, it needs to be defined and all the data should be

stored there.

Can’t find operand: operation.index

The operationdoes not contain operand for the requestedindex. Check how many

operands are bound for the operation from ADF.

Can’t find operation: operation-name

The function unit does not contain operation for the requestedoperation-name. Add

operation to the function unit or check if another function unit contains the requested

operation.

Can’t find connection for request-typeterm: unit

Request-typeis "guard", "read" or "write". Depending on the request typethis means

that there is no connection between buses and the used resource or there is no guard
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specified for the used bus. Check that the needed guards are defined for the bus and

that the referred resources have suitable sockets for executing the data transport.

Not enough registers in register file.

The user tried to read or write a register index that is biggerthan the number of registers

in register file. The error can be solved, for instance, by adding more registers to the

register file or by using some other register.

Can’t find function unit from machine: fu-name

The fu.port.opcodereference was used to reference some function unit name thatwas

not found in the ADF. Probably there is misspelling in the name of the function unit.

Unit names are case-sensitive and they have to be be written exactly as they are defined

in ADF.

Can’t find port: port-name

The fu.port.opcodereference was used to refer to a port name that is not found in the

function unit. Check the port names of the function unit or use the other less restrictive

syntax variant for a function unit reference.

Operation operation-nameis not bound to port: port-name

The operation does not have any operands which are bound to the accessed port. Check

that there is an operation binding defined betweenoperation-nameand theport-name

port in the function unit.

Operation operation-nameis not found in fu: fu-name

The requested operation is not found in the function unit. Add the operation to the

function unit or try to use another function unit containingthe requested operation.

Defined expression value (defined-value) does not match with resolved (resolved-

value) value.

The resolved-valueof an expression does not match with the explicitely defined

defined-value. If there is no need to check that the label references to a specific address,

the explicit address check should be removed. Otherwise thecode must be reshaped in

a way that the label value will be correct.

Can’t start data section from address: invalid-addressfirst unused address in ad-

dress space:valid-address

There is explicit start address defined for a data section, but the previous data section

of the address space has already used the requested start address. If it is possible to
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change the place of the fixed data area then the fixed data section should be set to start

from valid-address. Otherwise the previous data section should be moved or reshaped

to not overlap with the other data section.

Init field contains too long value. Reserved MAUs:init-field-width Needed MAUs:

init-value-width

Initialization value of a init data field is bigger than the field size for the value. Check

that the MAU width of the address space is correct and that youactually have reserved

enough MAUs for the initialization value.

Data line contains too much init data. Reserved MAUs:data-line-widthNeeded

MAUs: init-data-width

The erroneous data area definition contains more initialization data that is reserved.

Check that MAU width for the address space is correct in ADF and/or fix the data area

definition.



4. IMPLEMENTATION

At the highest level, the assembler is divided in two parts: the command line client and

the compiler. This chapter focuses on the compiler part of the design and leaves out

the trivial implementation of the command line client.

The module design of the compiler is introduced in Section 4.1. Next, the compila-

tion process is described in Section 4.2. Then the external libraries are introduced in

Section 4.3 and finally the maintenance of the compiler is discussed in Section 4.4.

4.1 Module Design

As illustrated in Figure 7, the compiler is divided in six modules: Assembler, Assem-

blerParser, CodeSectionCreator, DataSectionCreator, MachineResourceManager and

LabelManager.

The compiler is designed to be modular so that access to different resources is as

restricted as possible. Thereby the use of external libraries is limited to one module

per library with the exception of TPEF library. However, TPEF library access is limited

as well, each module has only certain area in TPEF that they are allowed to use directly.

Table 4 describes the fundamental responsibilities of eachmodule.

Figure 7. Modules of Compiler.
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The modules are introduced in order of dependence. The most independent classes,

used by all the other modules are introduced first. In the end,the client interface for

the compiler library is described.

4.1.1 Parser Structures

The parser structures are used to store the parsed assembly program before the entire

assembly code is interpreted by the compiler. The structures are hierarchical as shown

in Figures 8-11. Each parser structure might contain internally other parser structures,

for instance, RegisterTerm consists of FUTerm, BusTerm andIndexTerm and addition-

ally RegisterTerm contains information about the field of a structure, that is actually

used.

Each structure class contains only public attributes and a debug method for outputting

the data of a structure in a textual format. There are no specific setter or getter methods

in order to make the structures more compatible with different parser libraries. For

the same reason, dynamic binding is not used. Parsed tokens are just copied to a

suitable field of the destination structure and the type of the destination structure is set

to correspond with the copied data.

For example, when RegisterTerm is used to contain FUTerm, then wanted FUTerm

is copied to thefuTermattribute of RegisterTerm and thetype attribute is set to be

FUNCTION_UNIT.

Table 4.Designed Functionality of Modules.

Module Designed functionality

Assembler The client interface of the compiler library.

AssemblerParser Parses the assembly code and wraps all the code

specific for the Spirit library.

DataSectionCreator Stores an internal representation of the data sections

and creates the data sections to TPEF.

CodeSectionCreator Stores an internal representation of the code section

and creates the code section to TPEF.

LabelManager Stores the relocations and the labels, and creates

the symbol and the relocation sections to TPEF.

MachineResourceManager Access ADF through the MOM libraryand

creates corresponding resources to TPEF.

Writes all the other needed sections to TPEF.
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All parser structures are described in order of dependence,thus the most independent

structures, which represent the simplest tokens of the assembly syntax are introduced

first. In the end, ParserMove and DataLine structures are described, which represent a

move of an instruction and a data area definition of a data section.

BusTerm

ADF allows two buses to contain bridges between them. The BusTerm structure con-

tains a reference to the previous or the next bus, so the valuefrom one bus can be

read to another. However, this structure is now only for the future implementation to

support bridges between buses.

FUTerm

The structure stores the parsed information of the syntax variant 1 of the function

unit port reference, which is described in Section 3.1.4. FUTerm consists of three

string attributes:part1, part2 andpart3, and of one boolean attributepart3Used, that

indicates if thepart3attribute of the structure is used.

Thepart1 attribute stores the name of the referred function, thepart2 attribute stores

the name of the referred port and the optionalpart3attribute stores the operation name

of a reference.

IndexTerm

IndexTerm stores the parsed information of the syntax variant 2 of the function unit

port reference, a general purpose register reference or a long immediate register ref-

erence, which all are described in Section 3.1.4. The structure consists of two string

attributes:part1 andpart2, of one unsignedindexattribute, and of one boolean at-

tributepart2Usedwhich indicates, if thepart2attribute is used.

In case of a function unit reference, thepart1 attribute stores the name of a function

unit, thepart2 attribute stores the name of the operation and theindexfield stores the

operand number. Because the syntax variant 2 of a function unit port reference requires

the operation name to exists, thepart2Usedattribute is always set.

If a register file or an immediate unit is accessed,part1stores the name of the referred

unit. Thepart2 attribute stores the name of the referred port if it is definedin the
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Figure 8. RegisterTerm Structure.

assembly code. However, it is very exceptional to define a port name for a register

references. Thepart2Usedis used to indicate if thepart2attribute contains valid data.

The indexattribute stores the index of the register that is accessed.

RegisterTerm

The RegisterTerm structure, illustrated in Figure 8 represents any type of a port or a

register reference. The structure consists of thetype, busTerm, fuTermandindexTerm

attributes. In addition to thetypeattribute, only one of thebusTerm, fuTermor index-

Termattributes is valid at the time. Thetypedefines, which type of value is currently

stored in the structure.

Expression

Expression represents an expression of the assembly syntaxdescribed in Section 3.1.3.

The structure shown in Figure 9 consists of thelabel, hasOffset, isMinus, offset, has-

Valueandvalueattributes.

The label attribute stores the name of the label, whose value is used asthe base value

for calculating the resolved value of an expression. ThehasOffset, isMinusandoffset

attributes define if there is an offset defined to the referredlabel.

ThehasValueandvalueattributes define, if there is a resolved value set for the expres-

sion. This value can be given in assembly code or otherwise itis resolved and set by

the compiler.
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Figure 9. LiteralOrExpression Structure.

LiteralOrExpression

LiteralOrExpression shown in Figure 9 is used to store either Expression or a con-

stant value. The structure consists of theisExpression, expression, value, andisSigned

attributes. TheisExpressionattribute defines if the structure is used to store an Expres-

sion or a constant value. ThevalueandisSignedfields define the value and information

about how it should be interpreted when it is written to a datamemory or to an imme-

diate.

ParserSource

The ParserSource structure is used to store the source field of a move of the assembly

syntax described in Section 3.1.4. It can contain either a RegisterTerm or LiteralOrEx-

pression, which are the only possible sources of a move.

The structure consists of theisRegister, regTerm, andimmTermattributes. TheisReg-

ister is boolean attribute which defines if ParserSource stores LiteralOrExpression or

RegisterTerm. TheregTermand immTermattributes are used to store the data of the

corresponding RegisterTerm and LiteralOrExpression structures.

ParserGuard

ParserGuard is used to store the guard field of a move of the assembly syntax. The

structure shown if Figure 10 consists of theisGuarded, isInverted, and regTermat-

tributes.

The isGuardedand isInvertedattributes are boolean attributes, which define if the
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Figure 10. ParserMove Structure.

structure is used at all and how the value of a guard is interpreted. TheregTermattribute

is a RegisterTerm that defines the port or a register that is used as a guard.

ParserMove

The ParserMove structure presented in Figure 10 representsa move or a long imme-

diate assignment of the assembly syntax, which are described in Section 3.1.4. The

structure consists of thetype, isBegin, guard, source, destination, andasmLineNumber

attributes.

Thetypeattribute defines if the structure is used to store an empty move, a normal move

or a long immediate assignment. TheisBeginattribute defines if the structure starts a

new instruction in assembly code. Theguard, source, anddestinationattributes are

used to store the corresponding fields of a move.

The guard andsourceattributes are stored as a ParserGuard and ParserSource struc-

tures, but thedestinationattribute is a plain RegisterTerm, because the destinationfield

of a move can be only a port or a register. TheasmLineNumberfield is an unsigned

value which stores the line number of the assembly code wherethe current move is

placed. This field is used to resolve an error line number, if the compilation is not

successful.

InitDataField

InitDataField represents a single init data field of a data area definition described in

Section 3.1.5. The structure consists of thewidth andlitOrExpr attributes. Thewidth
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Figure 11. DataLine Structure.

attribute defines the number of MAUs that are used for storingthe value stored in the

litOrExpr attribute.

DataLine

The DataLine structure shown in Figure 11 stores the information of a data area defini-

tion of the assembly syntax. The structure consists of thewidth, dataSpace, initData,

labels, andasmLineNumberattributes.

Thewidth attribute defines the number of MAUs that are defined by the structure and

the dataSpaceattribute defines the name of the address space to which the data be-

longs. TheinitData attribute stores a table of InitDataField structures. Thisattribute is

also used to determine whether the DataLine structure contains an uninitialized or an

initialized data area definition. If theinitData table is empty then all the MAUs defined

by thewidth attribute are uninitialized data, otherwise the MAUs are initialized. The

labelsattribute is a table of all the names of the labels, that are declared for the current

DataLine structure.

4.1.2 MachineResourceManager

The MachineResourceManager module consists of a single class that is used to get

various resources needed by the other modules. It is responsible for retrieving data

from ADF and for creating corresponding resources to TPEF. Module also provides

TPEF objects for other modules to use. The sections of TPEF which MachineRe-

sourceManager creates and manages are NullSection, StringSection, ResourceSection
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and ASpaceSection.

When a resource is requested from MachineResourceManager,it first checks if the

same resource is already retrieved earlier. If it is the firsttime when the resource

is requested, the module finds the resource from ADF and creates a corresponding

resource to TPEF. The module also adds the created resource to a cache, so the next

time when the resource is requested MachineResourceManager already knows that the

resource is added earlier to TPEF and request was valid. Therefore the resource does

not even have to be verified again.

An ADF resource request defines a resource which is wanted to be retrieved, a bus that

is used for the access and the direction if the resource is read or written. For instance,

if a function unit port write is requested, the module checksthat the bus and the port

are connected and it also verifies, that the connection may beused for writing. If an

invalid request is made, the module throws an exception withan error message and the

error line number where in the code the error occurred.

4.1.3 LabelManager

LabelManager is responsible for storing all the information of the labels and the re-

locations in the program. CodeSectionCreator and DataSectionCreator add labels and

relocations to this manager. After the labels and their resolved values have been added,

the other modules can request the information of the labels.

The LabelManager module is used in two phases in the compilation, in the first phase

all the information of labels, relocations and procedures are added. In the second

phase thefinalize()method is called and the data is written to TPEF sections and all

the internal data of the LabelManager module is cleared.

Before the execution of thefinalize()method, all the referred instructions and the data

must exists in TPEF. In other words, the LabelManager modulehas to be the last

module that is finalized. If the finalizing is tried to do before all the other required

resources are written to TPEF, the method throws an exception and restores the state

of the module to the same as it was before the failed function call.

4.1.4 DataSectionCreator

DataSectionCreator stores the DataLine objects and organizes them to TPEF data sec-

tions. The module works in two phases: in the first phase, DataLine objects are added
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to the module and, in the second phase, the module resolves the start addresses for the

data definitions and adds resolved addresses of the data labels to the LabelManager

module. In the second phase, the data sections are created and added to TPEF.

The second phase is started by executing thefinalize()method, when the module ver-

ifies, that all the DataLine objects are valid and they can be placed in TPEF data sec-

tions. In this phase, all the code labels have to exists in theLabelManager module.

After a successful execution of the second phase, all the data stored in the module is

cleared. If there is an error during the finalization, an exception is thrown, and the state

of the module is restored to be the same as it was before the failed function call.

4.1.5 CodeSectionCreator

CodeSectionCreator stores the ParserMove objects and organizes them to instructions

and finally generates the TPEF data section out of them. As most of the modules,

the functionality of CodeSectionCreator is divided in two phases. In the first phase,

ParserMoves are stored to the module and immediately checked that they are valid as

far as possible.

The second phase is started by executing thefinalize() method, like with the other

modules with two stages. The finalizing creates the code section to TPEF and resolves

all expressions that are stored in the immediates in code. The expression resolving

requires that the addresses for all the labels are already resolved, therefore it is required

that the DataSectionCreator module is finalized before CodeSectionCreator. If the

execution of the second phase fails, an exception is thrown and the module is restored

to the same state that it was before the failed function call.

The addresses of the code label declarations are known already when the ParserMove

objects are stored in the modules, because of this all the code labels are already added

and resolved straight after the parsing. Therefore there isno need to resolve code

symbols during the finalization phase.

4.1.6 AssemblerParser

The AssemblerParser module is the core of the compilation and it contains all the

syntax definitions of the compiler. It reads assembly code and creates TPEF with the

help of the other modules. The module does the compilation intwo phases: In the

first phase, the assembly code is parsed and all the parsed data is stored to the other
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modules. In the second phase, the module writes parsed data to TPEF, which is done

by commanding all the other modules to finalize themselves inthe required order.

The first phase of the compilation is started by executing thecompile()method, which

requires the assembly code in a string as a parameter. If there are any problems in the

syntax of the assembly code, the compilation is stopped and the line number where the

syntax error was is stored.

4.1.7 Assembler

The Assembler module is the only interface for the external clients of the compiler.

It hides all the internal parts of the compiler and just takesthe file containing the

assembly code and the machine which for the code is compiled.As a result, the module

returns the TPEF object and list of warnings that occurred during the compilation. If

there is an error during the compilation, an exception is thrown and the error line and

message can be requested from the module.

The module handles storing and managing all the warnings. When the other modules

detect a warning in the code, they add it straight to the Assembler module.

4.2 Compilation Flow

Compilation is carried out in two phases. In the first phase, the compiler parses the

assembly code to an internal representation. Most of the error checking is done in

this phase. The syntax of code is checked and the availability of the used machine

resources are verified. In the second phase, the internal representation of the assembly

code is converted to a TPEF object hierarchy and all label addresses are resolved.

As shown in Figure 12 the compilation is started by the Assembler module, which first

cleans up all the information stored from the possible previous compilation process.

Then it reads the assembly code from a file to a string and creates TPEF and Assem-

blerParser instances for the compilation. Next the Assembler module tells the created

AssemblerParser to parse the code to an internal format.

The parsing of the code is done by starting from the first line and when a whole move

or a data line is parsed, AssemblerParser adds it to DataSection creator or to Code-

SectionCreator. Further the parser adds all the code labelsand addresses for them to

LabelManager. When the parser encounters a procedure or a global directive, it tells
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Figure 12. Compilation Process

LabelManager to set the label to be global, or to add a procedure start symbol for the

currently compiled instruction. When a section declaration is encountered, the parser

passes information of the declaration to CodeSectionCreator or DataSectionCreator.

Details of the parsing process are described better in Section 4.3.

When the parsing is completed, the control is returned to theAssembler module, which

tells AssemblerParser to finalize the compilation. In the finalization, the Assembler-

Parser first sets the file architecture and type parameters for TPEF and continues by

finalizing the other modules; the DataSectionCreator is thefirst, followed by the Code-

SectionCreator, and finally LabelManager is finalized.

The finalization order of the modules is vital for the successful compilation. The Data-

SectionCreator requires that all the addresses for the codelabels have already been

resolved. That is the main reason why all the code labels are already added to La-

belManager during the parsing. The LabelManager requires that the code and data

sections of TPEF are already added, thereby the CodeSectionCreator is finalized next

and LabelManager after all the other modules. Since MachineResourceManager cre-

ates all the resources to TPEF on the fly when they are requested for the first time, it

does not need any finalization.

After the finalization is completed, control is returned again back to the Assembler
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module, that just returns the compiled TPEF for the client software.

4.3 Used Libraries

The implementation of the compiler is quite simple because all the base functionality

for the file writing and the parser functionality was alreadyimplemented by different

libraries. The compiler mostly checks if the resources usedby the assembly code are

found from ADF.

4.3.1 Spirit

Spirit [7] is a parser library provided by Boost library collection [8]. The library is

wrapped in the AssemblerParser module, which is the only module that contains Spirit

specific code.

Grammar and Actors

Grammar [6] of the parser is implemented as a grammar class ofSpirit. Spirit has

various predefined parser classes to parse, for instance, integers, characters and strings,

from the input. By combining these primitive elements, the entire assembly syntax is

described. Functionality to be performed when each token isrecognized from the

assembly code, is implemented with the actor classes of Spirit.

Actor classes are normal classes, which have ()-operator implemented. For example,

an actor that copies a parsed string to a vector could be implemented as in Figure 13.

Spirit also has many useful predefined actors, such asincrement_a, assign_a,

push_back_a. These actors can be used to increase the value of an integer,for assign-

ing a string or a value to a variable and for adding an element to a STL [9] container.

AssemblerParser mostly uses these predefined actors but hasa few specific actors for

adding data to the other modules as well.

The use of the actor and the parser classes of Spirit is very straightforward. With Spirit,

a parser which increments thewordCountvariable each time when a word "magic" is

encountered in the input, could be defined as follows:

str_p("magic")[increment_a(wordCount)]
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class AddToVectorActor {

public:

AddToVectorActor(vector<string>& aVec) :

vector_(aVec) {}

void operator()(const char* start, const char* end) {

string parsedString(start, end);

vector_.push_back(parsedString);

}

private:

vector<string>& vector_;

};

Figure 13. Example Implementation of Actor Class.

Incrementing ofwordCountis done with theincrement_aactor and finding the word

"magic" with thestr_pparser. Action that is executed when a pattern is found is given

after the parser in square brackets. If many actions are needto be done for the same

pattern, many square brackets may be defined one after another.

Based on the experience of using Spirit, the parameters for the actors are very limited.

It seems to be that the only valid parameters are plain statically allocated variables. It

is not allowed, for example, to write a function call or pass apointer of a variable to

any actor. Since only the variables can be passed as a parameter, constant literals can

not be used, for example, to set a boolean variable to betrue or false, but there have

to be constant variable defined, which value is used for assignment. Spirit does not

recognize when invalid values are passed for the actors, so there are no warnings or

errors emitted by the compiler. One valid and three invalid uses of theassign_aactor

are illustrated in Figure 14.

In the first example, string "end" is parsed from the input. When the parser encounters

the string,assign_aactor is used for setting the value of theendFoundvariable to be

the same as the constant variableMY_TRUE.

In the second example, the same string is parsed, but constant literal for assigning a

value for theendFoundvariable is tried to use. This applies also, for instance, ifzero

or an enumeration is used in assignment. Only variables can be used as parameters.

The third example makes a function call inside the constructor of the actor. The func-

tion call might be run once during the parsing but certainly will not be executed for all
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// valid

(1) str_p("end") [assign_a(endFound, MY_TRUE)]

// invalid

(2) str_p("end") [assign_a(endFound, true)]

// invalid

(3) str_p("end") [assign_a(endFound, object->retBool())]

// invalid

(4) str_p("swap") [assign_a(&temp, &obj1)]

[assign_a(&obj1, &obj2)]

[assign_a(&obj2, &temp)]

Figure 14. Examples of Valid and Invalid Uses of assign_a Actor.

encounters of the "end" strings.

In the fourth example, the problem is that, swap is done by using assignments of point-

ers. The same problem arises when an object is passed for the actor through a pointer

with the *-operator.

Parsing

Assembly code is first parsed toparserTemp_structure. The parsed values are stored

there until a whole move or a data line is parsed. After a move or a data line has been

parsed they are stored in the other modules.

First when pattern is recognized, for example, when a constant is parsed, it is stored

temporarily inparserTemp_.lastNumber. When compilation finds a higher pattern, like

a register reference, which is parsed to IndexTerm structure,parserTemp_.lastNumber

is copied toparserTemp_.indexTerm.indexvariable. For example, the parsing of the

following piece of assembly code

FU.add.3

utilizes syntax declarations presented in Figure 15.

The parser first tries to find as long pattern as possible and then executes all the actions

for the pattern in the same order, that they are defined. If there are actions at many

levels as inindex(3) pattern, then the actions of the lowest level are executed first.
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(1) uNumber = uint_p

[assign_a(t.lastNumber)]

[assign_a(t.isLastSigned, MY_FALSE)];

(2) name = (alpha_p | chset\_p("_")) >>

*(alnum_p | chset_p("_"));

(3) index = uNumber[assign_a(t.index, t.lastNumber)];

(4) indexTerm =

eps_p

[assign_a(t.indexTerm.part2Used, MY_FALSE)] >>

name

[assign_a(t.indexTerm.part1)] >> ’.’ >>

!(name[assign_a(t.indexTerm.part2)] >> ’.’)

[assign_a(t.indexTerm.part2Used, MY_TRUE)] >>

index

[assign_a(t.indexTerm.index, t.index)];

Figure 15. Syntax Declarations Utilised When Parsing String "FU.add.3".

The parser recognizesFU.add.3to beindexTerm(4), so the first thing is to resetindex-

Term(4) structure with the epsiloneps_pparser andthe assign_aactor. The epsilon

parser, is a parser, which always matches, so when theindexTerm(4) is recognized

t.indexTerm.part2Usedis initially set toMY_FALSEby theassign_aactor.

Next the "FU" and "add" strings are recognized to be thename(2) patterns and copied

by assign_aactor to thet.indexTerm.part1andt.indexTerm.part2strings. Since there

wast.indexTerm.part2defined in the recognized pattern thet.indexTerm.part2Usedis

also set to beMY_TRUE.

The number "3" at the end of the whole pattern is recognized byindex(3) pattern,

which is further recognized to beuNumber(1), which finally interprets the value to be

"3". The interpret value is copied by theassign_aactor tot.lastNumberand it is set

to be handled as an unsigned value. Then theindex(3) pattern copiest.lastNumberto

t.indexand finallyindexTerm(4) pattern copiest.indexto t.indexTerm.index.
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4.3.2 TPEF

The library provides the object representation of the TPEF binary [5] file. Each module

of the compiler has a limited part, that they are responsiblefor. The Assembler module

creates an initial empty TPEF for the compiler. The AssemblerParser module sets the

file type and the architecture of the TPEF. The CodeSectionCreator module creates

the code section and DataSectionCreator creates the data sections. The LabelManager

creates the symbol and relocation sections and the MachineResourceManager creates

all the rest of the needed sections.

4.3.3 Machine Object Model

Machine Object Model (MOM) contains the object representation of ADF. This library

is used by MachineResourceManager to find and verify that theresources used in the

assembly code are available in the processor.

4.4 Maintenance and Future Development

The most fundamental guide to the maintenance of the compiler is: keep implementa-

tion of features in places where they belong. Table 4 revisesthe designed functionality

of each module. If support for writing a new section is added to the compiler, usually

a new section creator class is needed for the implementation. For instance, if TPEF

debug section writing is wanted, then the DebugSectionCreator module has to be im-

plemented into the compiler.

The section first describes how new features are added to the compiler in Section 4.4.1,

and continues by describing how the implementation of the compiler can be changed

to use POM instead of the TPEF library in Section 4.4.2. Finally, a possible solution

to initializing over 32-bit values is presented in Section 4.4.3.

4.4.1 Adding Support For a New Feature of the Processor

The TCE TTA processor is still in development and new features are added to the

processor frequently. Usually, the assembler is the first tool, used for generating a

program which utilizes these new features. Therefore, maybe the most important case

for the maintenance is adding support for them.
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When a new feature is added to the compiler, the first thing is to specify syntax for

supporting the feature. The syntax should be selected in a way that it is user friendly

and if possible, it should not contain any special syntacticcharacters which are not

already used by the current syntax definitions. After the syntax is specified it can be

implemented in the AssemblerParser module. Currently the compiler has additional

syntax declarations for string literals and bridge register references. However, there is

no implementation for actually compiling them.

If the parser structures do not provide a way to store the parsed information of the new

syntax, then new structures need to be written. After this, the AssemblerParser can be

set to read the parsed data to the new parser structures.

Finally the implementation of the new feature is added to a suitable module. If many

modules are needed for the feature, then the implementationis divided based on the

current design, for instance, if a new register reference type is added, the implementa-

tion has to be divided in the CodeSectionCreator and the MachineResourceManager.

Sometimes new syntax does not need to be parsed to the parser structures but the parsed

information can be added directly to the module that implements it. For example, all

the current directives are implemented that way.

4.4.2 Changing Implementation to Use POM

The original reason, for writing the compiled program directly to TPEF model is, that

POM did not support all the features, which were needed by theassembler. In the

early development of POM, this was an advantage since the assembler could be used

to generate parallel test programs for POM. However, writing data directly to TPEF

has some serious drawbacks.

TPEF is a complex structure and there are plenty of details that have to be known by

the user to be able to generate a valid TPEF model. Further it has been necessary to

duplicate a lot of functionality, which is already implemented in TPEF to POM and

POM to TPEF converters. Each time when a new feature is added to the assembler,

more code is duplicated.

The current design of the compiler is suitable for replacingTPEF with POM structure

but it means that most of the interfaces of the MachineResourceManager need to be

changed and almost all the implementation except parsing have to be rewritten.

In addition to this the error bookkeeping system needs to be designed for making it
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possible to resolve the error line of the assembly code if an exception is thrown by POM

to TPEF converter. Also the POM to TPEF converter exceptionsshould be modified to

contain information of the address, where the error occurred in conversion.

4.4.3 Support for Over 32-bit Value Initializations

The compiler supports an initialization of over 32-bit widedata areas with one value,

for example, initialization 6:16 with a 8-bit address spacewrites 16 as a 48-bit wide

value to a data address space. However, due to a limitation ofthe how values are

parsed from assembly code, it is possible to write at most 32-bit values, even if the

field for writing is wider. This limitation also makes it impossible, for example, to

read immediate assignments to double precision float registers.

Since the assembler understands all the data as a raw sequence of bits, it is possible

to write an implementation for general value storing, that is consistent for reading

integers, floating point values and even string literals. The good thing with this is that

internally the compiler always interprets the data the sameway, so there will not be the

need for writing any special cases when the data is read from adifferent source value.

All that is seen outside of the parser is a sequence of bits andhow the sequence should

be extended if necessary.

One possibility for implementing the feature is to store read data to a data type that

may store an arbitrary number of bits. The GNU multiple precision arithmetic library

[10] is a library providing all the needed data types and a functionality for an easy

implementation of the feature. However, the functions and data types of the library

should be wrapped in own its class, so the dependency for the external libraries remains

as restricted as possible.



5. VERIFICATION

Since the compiler has been quite ready for a few months, it has already been used,

for instance, to generate parallel code for the parallel simulation benchmark of TCE

simulator [1]. For the benchmark, the valid functionality of the compiled assembler

code was verified. The compiler has also been used for a radix-4 FFT implementation

which is used as a test program for extensive verification.

Fundamentally, there are two requirements for the working assembly compiler: the

compiler produces correct output, and the compilation speed is linear with respect to

the size of a program.

The functionality of the compiler was verified by compiling aprogram which utilizes

most of the features of the compiler and by running the program with TCE simulator.

The validity of the simulation was verified by comparing the simulated results with

a known correct output. Further the structure and the elements of the compiled bi-

nary were compared with expected results withdumptpefprogram, which shows the

internals of TPEF binary in human readable form. Linearity of the compilation speed

was roughly verified by compiling three programs, which contained 10000, 20000, and

30000 moves. Further the error handling of the compiler was tested by generating 50

different erroneous pieces of assembly code.

5.1 Validity of Compiler Output

The program chosen for the test is radix-4 FFT [11] implementation. Since the im-

plementation of the algorithm did not use many of the properties of the compiler, the

program was modified to exploit more features. However, the changes were added to

the end of the program in a way that they do not have an effect onthe result of the

algorithm.

The correctness of the program was verified by dumping the memory where the result

values of the algorithm after the simulation. These values were compared with the
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known expected results. The correct result values were acquired from a VHDL [12]

simulation of the same program and processor generated withMOVE framework [13].

Successful simulation of the compiled program does not verify that the whole compiler

works correctly. Relocations and symbols are not verified and in this case we also

need to verify that multiple data sections are created correctly to the binary. This was

verified withdumptpeftool by comparing generated binary to the assembly code and

by verifying that all the necessary data areas, relocationsand symbols were created as

supposed.

5.2 Compilation Speed

The compilation speed was tested by compiling three very similar programs. Programs

were written for a machine with two buses and the only difference between the pro-

grams were that the first one had 5000 copy pasted instructions, the second one 10000

and the last one 15000.

Compilation times for the programs were:

Table 5.Compilation Times for Different Sized Programs

Compiled instructions Compilation time Seconds / instruction

5000 6.8 0.00136

10000 14.3 0.00143

15000 19.8 0.00132

As we can see from Table 5, it is clear that the compilation time of one instruction does

not depend on the size of the program.



6. CONCLUSIONS

This thesis describes an assembler compiler: TCE Assemblerfor a parametrizable par-

allel processor architecture exploited by TTA-based codesign environment (TCE). The

thesis describes the syntax of the assembly language and instructs how the processor

is programmed as well as the fundamental structure of TCE TTAtemplate. Further-

more the thesis guides how the compiler is maintained and expanded to meet the new

features of the processor architecture.

The syntax is designed to be as user friendly as possible and especially in a way that

the program for one processor configuration can be modified for a slightly different

processor configuration with as few changes as possible. Further the syntax also allows

user to use white spaces and comments to make code more readable, and labels for

referring to data and jump addresses to remove the need for calculating real addresses.

For helping the debugging process of a program, the compilerdoes extensive error

checking to find errors and suspicious code and outputs detailed information about the

errors.

The architecture of the compiler is designed to be modular and easy to adopt for a

maintainer. Fundamentally, the assembler is divided into two parts, the compiler li-

brary and the command line client. Each module in the compiler library has a well

defined area in the compilation and the responsibilities aredivided as follows: the

client interface of the library, parsing the code, handlingthe labels, handling the in-

structions, handling the data memories, and handling all the common processor and

TPEF resources. The compilation process is divided in two phases: in the first phase

the code is parsed and code addresses are resolved, in the second phase all the rest

of the addresses are resolved and the program is written to TPEF. The use of external

libraries is limited to small parts of code, to make it possible to easily change the used

library if it is necessary.

New features to the compiler are added by first defining the syntax for the new feature.

Next the internal parsing structures are updated for storing the information of the new

syntax. Finally the implementation for the new feature is divided in the appropriate
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modules of the compiler.

The functionality and validity of the compiled programs were verified by compiling

and simulating test programs, which utilize the most of the features of the compiler.

Compilation speed was verified to be linear towards the size of the program.

The main objectives for the compiler were easy maintenance and good usability. Fun-

damentally, both of the goals were reached. However, the design of the compiler li-

brary could have been better in many ways. The modules of the compiler could have

been divided in smaller functional blocks, e.g., relocation and label handling could

have been divided in separate modules. Further, the common interfaces and function-

ality could have been implemented in a base class for the modules, which contain the

internal representation of the program.

Bookkeeping of the errors and warnings would have been better to isolate to a separate

module to reduce the interfaces that are visible for the clients of the library. Moreover

if the implementation is changed to use POM as described in Section 4.4.2, there will

be more bookkeeping functionality. For this reason the error handling should be moved

to a separate class anyway.

Another thing that makes the design somewhat incoherent is that the code labels are

added to LabelManager already during the parsing. A cleanersolution would be com-

pilation in three phases. In the first phase, code would be parsed to the internal rep-

resentation. In the second phase, the internal representation would be analyzed and

all the addresses of the labels would be resolved. Finally, in the third phase, the data

would be written to TPEF.

In conclusion, there are some implementation details whichmay confuse the main-

tainer but the high level design of the compiler is reasonable, and the module interfaces

are consistent and easy to adopt. The compilation sequence is easy to understand and

the high level design can be preserved when the compiler is updated to meet the future

requirements. Further, the usability of the compiler is particulary good for an assem-

bly compiler because of the informative error messages and the intuitive and versatile

syntax.
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Appendix A

PARALLEL ASSEMBLER CODE
1      ##########################################################
2      #
3      # TTA paraller assembler code example.
4      #
5      # Brainless worm tries to find the way out
6      # from the room without an exit. In the other words,
7      # the worm wanderers in a restricted memory area.
8      #
9      # ADD Function unit is a 5−bit adder that is used 

10      #     as a counter to keep track the direction where
11      #     to the worm is heading.
12      #
13      # ALU function unit is used for address calculating
14      #     when necessary.
15      #
16      # RF.0 − RF.3 Stores the current position of worm.
17      #
18      ##########################################################
19      

20      CODE ; 
21          
22      # all code labels are set to be global
23      :global  main ;
24      :global  loopforever  ;
25      :global  trynextdirection ;
26          
27      :procedure  main ;
28      main:
29          # initial worm position in map
30          map+18 −> RF.0, map+19 −> RF.1 [IMM.0= 1] [ IMM1.0 = map+20 ] ; 
31          IMM1.0 −> RF.2, map+21 −> RF.3 ;
32          
33      loopforever:
34          # write 0x00 to remove the end piece of worm
35          RF.0 −> LSU.stq.1, 0 −> LSU.stq.2 ;
36          
37          # test if next direction in try sequence is ok
38          trysequence  −> ALU.P1, ADD.P3 −> ALU.P2.add;   
39      

40          # ldq.2 got offset to next position in map where we go
41          # worm head position address to adder
42          ALU.add.3   −> LSU.ldq.1, RF.3 −> ALU.add.1 ;
43          
44          # calculate next address to map
45      LSU.ldq.2 −> ALU.add.2, ... ; 
46      

47          # mask one bit out from 9 bit result address by copying value to 8 bit reg
48      ALU.add.3 −> RF.4, ... ;
49          
50      trynextdirection:  
51          # if LSU.ldq.2 is not zero, try next direction
52          RF.4 −> LSU.ldq.1, ALU.add.3 −> RF.4 ;
53          ? LSU.ldq.2  trynextdirection  −> GCU.jump.1, ? LSU.ldq.2  1         −> ADD.add.2 ;
54          ? LSU.ldq.2  trysequence       −> ALU.add.1,  ? LSU.ldq.2  ADD.add.3 −> ALU.add.2 ;   
55      ? LSU.ldq.2  ALU.add.3        −> LSU.ldq.1,  ? LSU.ldq.2  RF.3      −> ALU.add.1 ;
56      ? LSU.ldq.2  LSU.ldq.2        −> ALU.add.2,  ? LSU.ldq.2  ADD.add.3 −> ADD.add.1 ;
57          
58      # we found good direction for next move, map position where to go is now 
59          # stored in ALU.add.3
60      

61      # move worm and jump back to start 
62      loopforever  −> GCU.jump.1, ... ;       # jump to start jump delay is 3 cycles
63      RF.1 −> RF.0, RF.2 −> RF.1 ; # move body parts
64      RF.3 −> RF.2, ALU.add.3 −> RF.3 ;      # move body parts
65      RF.3 −> LSU.stq.1, 0x88  −> LSU.stq.2 ; # write 0x88 to the map (new head piece of worm)
66          
67      # an example of a completely empty instruction
68      . . . ;
69      
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70      DATA datamemory ;
71          
72      # set map and trysequence labels to be global
73      :global trysequence ;
74      :global map;
75      

76      # map where the worm wanderers
77      map: DA 256
78      −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
79      −1 00 00 00 −1 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 −1
80      −1 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 −1
81      −1 00 00 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 00 −1 −1 −1 00 −1
82      −1 −1 00 00 −1 00 00 −1 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 −1
83      −1 00 00 00 −1 00 00 −1 00 00 00 −1 −1 00 −1 −1
84      −1 00 00 00 −1 00 00 −1 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 −1
85      −1 00 00 00 −1 00 00 −1 −1 −1 00 −1 −1 −1 00 −1
86      −1 −1 00 00 00 00 00 −1 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 −1
87      −1 −1 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 −1
88      −1 00 00 −1 00 00 00 −1 −1 00 −1 −1 −1 00 00 −1
89      −1 00 −1 −1 −1 00 00 −1 −1 00 00 00 −1 00 −1 −1
90      −1 00 00 −1 00 00 00 00 00 00 −1 00 00 00 −1 −1
91      −1 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 −1 −1 −1 00 00 00 −1
92      −1 00 00 00 00 00 −1 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 −1
93      −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 ; 
94      

95      # sequence for finding next direction to move
96      trysequence:  
97          DA 32 
98          −1   1 −16  16   1 −16   1  16 −16   1  −1   1  16  −1  16   1 
99      −16  1  −1  16  −1   1 −16  −1  16   1  16 −16  −1  1  −16  16 ;     

100      

101      # an example of 4 MAUs wide address in data
102      datatocodereloc:
103      DA 4 4: main  ; 
104          
105      # an example of data address stored in memory
106      datatodatareloc:
107      DA 4 4: map ;
108          
109      # an example of different sized fields for storing addresses
110      differentsizerelocs:      
111          DA 15 4: loopforever
112                3: trynextdirection
113                2: map  
114                1: loopforever  ;
115          
116      # an example of unused addresses in the middle of an address space
117      DATA datamemory  371  ;
118      data_label:  
119          DA 4 ; # this DA definition defines addresses 371−374
120          
121      DATA datamemory  400 ;
122      data_label2:  
123          DA 8;  # this DA definition defines addresses 400−407
end      



Appendix B

ASSEMBLY GRAMMAR

EBNF description of the grammar. Only those white spaces, which are mandatory for

the parsing are shown in the grammar.

comment := ’#’ character* end_of_line_character

wSpace := ( comment | white_space_character )+

binNumber := ’0b’[01]+

hexNumber := ’0x’[0-9a-fA-F]+

uNumber := ’+’?[0-9]+

sNumber := ’-’[0-9]+

uLiteral := binNumber | hexNumber | uNumber

literal := uLiteral | sNumber

name := [a-zA-Z_][a-zA-Z0-9_]*

fuTerm := name ’.’ name ( ’.’ name )?

indexTerm := name ’.’ ( name ’.’ )? uNumber

regTerm := indexTerm | fuTerm

expression := name ( ( ’+’ | ’-’ ) uLiteral )? ( ’=’ literal )?

lieralOrExpression := literal | expression

source := regTerm | literalOrExpression

guard := ( ’!’ | ’?’ ) regTerm

transport := guard? wSpace source ’->’ regTerm

immediateSpec := ’[’ destination ’=’ literalOrExpression’]’

move := ’...’ | transport

instruction := ’. . .’ | ( move ( ’,’ move )* )

label := name ’:’

procedureDirective := ’procedure’ wSpace name

globalDirective := ’global’ wSpace name

directive := ’:’ ( procedureDirective | globalDirective )

codeLine := label* instruction immediateSpec*

codeLines := ( ( codeLine | directive ) ’;’ )*

codeHeader := ’CODE’ ( wSpace literal )? ’;’

codeArea := codeHeader codeLines
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initDataField := ( uNumber ’:’ )? literalOrExpression

dataLine := label* ’DA’ wSpace uNumber (wSpace initDataField)*

dataLines := ( ( dataLine | directive ) ’;’ )*

dataHeader := ’DATA’ wSpace name ( wSpace literal )? ’;’

dataArea := dataHeader dataLines

area := dataArea | codeArea

program := area+


